Trade Fixtures, the industry leader in bulk merchandising solutions, offers a full line of
gravity and scoop style bulk food merchandising dispensers manufactured in Eastman Tritan™
copolyester that does not contain bisphenol-A (BPA), and other chemicals associated with
estrogenic activity (EA).
There are companies claiming to make BPA/EA-free products to profit in the face of fear
and uncertainty, but Trade Fixtures has partnered with a plastics industry leading supplier,
Eastman, and had our products independently tested to bring certainty and reliability to you
and your customers. It’s not just making a material change and calling it BPA/EA-free, it’s
spending the last four years testing, analyzing, and making certain it’s what we say it is, and
that ultimately it’s right for our customers, and yours.
We have taken a very proactive position regarding the BPA question and concerns by
being the first to offer a complete line of BPA-free bins. These have been in the marketplace
since 2008 and continue to function and outperform our competition. We have, and continue
to produce the best bulk food merchandising solutions, and since the very beginning, we have
stood behind our products by offering a two year warranty, unparalled customer service, and
industry knowledgeable staff.
The Eastman Tritan™ copolyester balances the properties of easy processing, clarity,
toughness, heat and chemical resistance – creating compelling value, requiring less energy
consumption, reducing molding and drying time, and withstanding higher temperatures in
dishwashers and other environments. In many applications, these combined properties can
offer advantages over other materials including polycarbonate.
We have manufactured and sold thousands of bins to leading grocery retailers who’ve
had a BPA/EA-free requirement and while others are experimenting, we’re proven.
If you are interested in, or have a requirement for a Bisphenol-A (BPA-free) dispenser,
please contact us at 501-664-1318, or via email at cservice@tradefixtures.com. To learn more,
you can also visit our website at www.tradefixtures.com
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Food Contact Certificate
Products: Trade Fixtures- Tritan bins

Specific items:

All Trade Fixtures scoop and gravity bins molded from the
Tritan material

Manufacturer:

Trade Fixtures, LLC

Material used:

Eastman Tritan co-polyester TX1001; approved for food
contact to all FDA and NSF requirements

BPA content:

Does not contain Bisphenol A

This certifies that the specified products on this certificate are approved to store and dispense
bulk food products. The materials used to mold the dispensers, noted on this certificate, do not
pose any risks to human health.

Sincerely,

Scott Johnson
General Manager
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